
In a unique blended learning solution, you will receive personal gui-
dance from professional IT instructors. You will learn through hands-
on labs, practice assignments, and self-study. You will gain the know-
ledge and skills in programming to independently create IT systems, 
applications, and much more.

ARE YOU TOMORROW’S CREATOR AND  
DESIGNER OF APPS, GAMES, AND PROGRAMS?

EDUCATION
PROGRAMMER AND 
SYSTEM DEVELOPER

Getting started with coding is easy, but to pursue it as a pro-
fession, one needs to master it at a higher level. This training 
allows you to take the leap towards becoming a professional 
developer, equipping you with the knowledge and tools you 
need to succeed



CONTACT AND MORE INFORMATION
Märet Wahlbom
08-511 611 00
infoaf@lexicon.se

Årstaängsgatan 9, Stockholm

EDUCATION FOR PROGRAMMERS AND 
SYSTEM DEVELOPERS

HOW IT WORKS
The education is free for you, and you qualify through your local 
Employment Service (Arbetsförmedlingen), which considers your pre-
vious knowledge in IT and English. A test may be conducted to assess 
your prior knowledge, and a preparatory training module can bring 
you to the appropriate level before starting.
 
The education is full-time and lasts for approximately 30 weeks with 
flexible learning. It is followed by an internship at organizations in 
need of programmers and system developers.

The education is modular based. Content and structure may vary 
locally as they are tailored to the needs of recruiting organizations. 
The education is instructor-led and includes labs and practice assign-
ments. It is certification-oriented and can offer opportunities for cer-
tification in relevant software.

WHO IS IT SUITABLE FOR?
The education and profession are suitable for individuals who either 
have some background in IT or a strong interest, experience, or know-
ledge in an IT area. The content is also suitable for those who already 
have a good understanding of programming and want to become 
even more proficient. The education aims to cover system develop-
ment, front-end, back-end, full-stack, etc., in the chosen language. 
For those who discover the joy of creation and the possibilities of 
programming, this is a dream job.

WHAT DO YOU WORK WITH?
A system developer is responsible for designing, creating, and im-
plementing software such as web applications, APIs, databases, or 
apps. The work may also involve developing operating systems for 
computers and mobile devices or making modifications and updates 
to existing software.

A training program offered by Lexicon, Sweden’s largest 
corporate education provider.


